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FluidIT Consulting is a Leeds based Management Consultancy specialising in digital transformation

for the Engineering, Construction, Manufacturing and Logistics industries.  

We’re a technology company. We work with clients across multiple sectors delivering solutions from

enterprise level system adoption (ERP, CRM, WFM) to MI/BI platforms to Internet of Things, Robotic

Process Automation and Low Code. We’re using technologies like the Microsoft Power Platform,

Mendix, Automation Anywhere, Elasticsearch, and complementary AWS Services alongside RDBMS -

Oracle & SQL as they are often a good way of getting the most of what’s already in place at our target

client base. We’re always reviewing the best options for our clients using Azure, AWS and other cloud

platforms where they fit, keeping up to date and informed on the latest and greatest in this fast-

moving area.  

We’re a people company. We work closely with our clients and our people. We build teams and

environments that encourage collaboration and put the focus on delivering business value. We invest

in relationships and long-term partnerships. We take the time to get to know each other aligning

personal goals with client and company ambitions, getting more done as a result.  

We’re a change company. We’re building a place where there's no 'IT' and 'the business'. Where

technology is considered as integral and equal a part of success as every other core business area.

There's no fear, misunderstanding or barriers to entry. Just transparent, collective and inspiring

partnerships driving our clients forward with great technology adoption delivering real business value

at a pace they can sustain.  

The role 

As a Lead Technical Consultant you will happily be technology agnostic, excited to learn new

technologies and techniques and be experienced in a number of different business domains or an

expert in one.  You’ll have experience across the full technical stack and change life cycle and be

familiar with different change delivery approaches and instinctively know which to use, or how to

blend their utilisation for optimum performance.  

You’ll be well practiced at turning customer requirements into working solutions. A self-starter you’ll

be excited by a blank sheet of paper and comfortable dealing with stakeholders from board level to

graduate, and able to influence them all. You’ll understand that business change is the key to

success. That solution adoption, enabling businesses to achieve greater efficiency and productivity,

and ultimately competitive edge, are the true measures of success of any digital transformation.  

You will primarily be focused on the design, engineering and deployment of business-related

applications and as such will have an expert understanding of software engineering and

infrastructure best practices like effective source control, code reviews, daily builds, and automated

deployments.  



Hands-on technical experience on the latest IFS ERP applications IFS v8 and above in IFS

Technical development 

Knowledge of IFS Integrations monitoring, IFS queue management, IFS Connect, IFS Data

migration and IFS Solution Manager 

Knowledge of developing IFS Packages, Procedures, Scripts, perform systems administration and

User set up 

Understanding the implementation, upgrade, configuration and maintenance of the IFS

Application Versions 

Knowledge of IFS Reports, Quick Reports, Crystal Reports & Lobbies development Strong

understanding of IFS Configurations like Custom events, Custom Menus, Custom Tabs, Custom

Pages and Base profile settings 

Handle programming based on understanding of IFS functional requirements 

Understanding on Application Support activities and should be able to resolve the issues

reported by business within SLA time 

In-depth Oracle PL/SQL Development experience and appreciation of Oracle DBA tasks and skills  

Hands-on technical experience of developing and deploying PowerApps 

Understanding of Azure PAAS and IAAS Configuration, understanding associated cost models

and benefits of alternate configurations. 

Hands-on technical experience of PowerBI Report/Dashboard development, with knowledge of

best practices regarding import/direct query data access modes. 

Experience of developing and deploying Power Automate, including Power Automate UI.

Appreciation of the UI design which goes hand in hand with the Power Platform end user

experience. Expert level of SQL, DAX and in depth understanding of database and application

design principles.  

You will be equally at home with cloud, Internet related technologies, protocols and a range of

languages. You’ll have experience of big ERP implementations as well as smaller incremental

solutions. You will be able to customise an ERP when it is the best option but understand where an

edge technology is better placed to perform that action. You’ll have in-depth knowledge of at least

one ERP product, ideally strong in IFS with an appreciation of Dynamics 365 and Netsuite. You’ll

know when to build new or re use existing technology always keeping the client’s current technology

and skillsets in mind.  

You will be able to coach, mentor and knowledge transfer. You’ll know the job isn’t done until the

solution is achieving a return on investment and the client is managing the new products or services

as part of business as usual.   

Experience   
Ideally you’ll have the following experience and skills in IFS, but similar in other leading ERPs is

equally of interest 

Power Platform 
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To apply, please send your CV & Cover Letter to info@fluiditconsulting.co.uk

Extensive experience in engineering large scale services and systems in multiple industries.

Experience of working in a team with a DevOps culture surrounded by lean / agile delivery

methodologies. 

Great planning, analytical and problem-solving skills. 

Excellent people skills. Able to deal with stakeholders and engineers alike.  

Bonus (both profit and performance related) 

Contributory pension up to 5% 

Flexible working (start times, location) 

Personal Annual Learning and Development Allowance 

25 days Annual Leave (plus 3 paid additional 'fixed annual leave days', client allowing.) 

Personal Business Coaching 

Fluidiversary gift 

Perkbox 

Unpaid Unlimited Leave 

Birthday gift  

Netflix / Amazon / Spotify subscription 

Refer a friend recruitment fee 

City Centre office location at Platform in Leeds with networking opportunities, a roof top terrace

and unique break out spaces to enjoy drinks, yoga or breakfast 

Employers for childcare Eye Test and Spectacle contribution 

Metro Annual Travel card contribution 

Employer - Supported Volunteering (up to 2 days)  

Overall 

In return  
FluidIT is a growing Leeds based consultancy. You’ll be joining at a key stage in our evolution and at

a time when you can make a real difference. Every team member has a say in what we do and how

we do it and we expect everyone to get involved.   

You’ll get a great salary, benefits and bonuses (both profit and performance related). We work

together with our team on what benefits we offer and regularly change and update them based on

team ideas and feedback. Our current benefits package includes:  

Everyone at FluidIT plays an integral and equal role in the success of our company. If you’re looking

for a new challenge and this sounds like it’s for you, please get in touch and we’ll talk more. We’re

looking forward to hearing from you.  


